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TigerWit Group Sees Significant Growth
and Plans Further Expansion
BEIJING, February 23, 2017 -- TigerWit Group is pleased to announce that it is
experiencing exponential growth and has plans to expand its global footprint in 2017 as it
seeks to provide clients with the best protections and practices available to retail investors.

Currently TigerWit, a fast growing Chinese broker that was founded in 2015, has to date
focused on increasing its market share in China and South East Asia. It has seen the
number of trading clients rise 74% on a year-on-year basis between the beginning of 2016
and 2017, with monthly trading volume increasing eight-fold in the same period. Clients'
average trade size has more than doubled in the period suggesting an evolving client
base.
Summer Xu, CEO of TigerWit says:
"In the past year the TigerWit team has worked very hard to establish the firm within a
competitive market place by differentiating its product offering with superior technology
that enriches the trading experience. Our mobile offering in particular sets us apart from
many of the other platforms in the market and we look ahead with optimism in building on
our growth so far."

"We are very excited about what the future holds for TigerWit and our customers. TigerWit
is dedicated to implementing the best business practices and providing exceptional levels
of client protection. We have a clear roadmap for 2017 to secure authorisations that
will further assist us in our growth plans."
As well as expanding into other global markets in 2017, TigerWit seeks to build on the
success it has achieved to date by continuing to develop its highly innovative mobile and
online trading platforms, with the aim of being a leader in the provision of trading
technology. Not only will TigerWit be focusing on technology development going forward,
client protection is the highest priority for the Group, which adheres to the stringent
regulatory requirements of many global regulators.
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About TigerWit
TigerWit is a UK-headquartered global financial technology company bringing fresh
solutions to market trading including blockchain-based settlement in the form of TigerWit’s
distributed trading ledger. Through the TigerWit group of companies, investors can access
key global markets and trade FX, indices, commodities and metals on a smarter and
highly-intuitive app.
The TigerWit Group includes TigerWit Limited (UK), which is authorised and regulated by
the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA), license number 679941, and TigerWit Limited
(Bahamas), which is authorised and regulated by the Securities Commission of The
Bahamas (SCB), license number SIA-F185.
UK – FCA - uk.tigerwit.com
Global – SCB - global.tigerwit.com
Technology - tech.tigerwit.com
Partners – global.tigerwit.com/partners
Risk Warning. Trading CFDs involves risk and can result in loss of your capital.
The information in this communication is not directed or intended to be distributed to any
residents of the United States, Canada, Belgium, Japan, or any country or jurisdiction
where such distribution or use would be contrary to local law or regulation.

